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Trees on the trail

1. Carpinus betulus – Hornbeam
2. Platanus x hispanica - London Plane
3. Tilia tomentosa – Lime or Silver Lime
4. Taxus baccata – European Yew
5. Juglans regia – Walnut or Welchnut
6. Mespilus germanica – Medlar
7. Euonymus europaeus – Spindle
Carpinus betulus - Hornbeam

Flanking the main drive

One of the hardest timbers grown, Carpinus betulus has been likened to animal horn. Some carpenters know it as ironwood due to its destructive effect on woodworking tools.

Hornbeam was traditionally used for yokes - the frame used to join a team of oxen or horses when pulling carts or ploughs - and was the choice material for cog teeth in wind and water mills.
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Platanus x hispanica – London Plane

On the side drive alongside A and B block

London Plane is a hybrid between two other Plane species. The timber is weak and not long-lasting. However, when timber is cut in sections, you can see radiating out from the centre how the wood is exceptionally decorative and highly sought after.

This timber, called lacewood, is used in carving, inlays, and architectural work.

The London Plane is often seen as a mature tree in city streets. It has been able to thrive even in areas of industrial pollution: it has an ability to shed patches of bark when dirty and its glossy leaves are easily washed clean in the rain.

This benefit is nonetheless unfortunate for many, because the short, stiff hairs on the leaves are an irritant if breathed in. Tree surgeons working on these trees often wear masks and eye protection.
Tilia tomentosa – Lime or Silver Lime

Standing between Williams House and A/B-block

Lime or Silver Lime is not to be confused with lime fruit which are produced by Citrus trees.

The inner bark of Lime is fibrous and has been used to make ropes and cord from the Mesolithic (9000-3000bc) to the present day.

First the bark is stripped, then soaked, before the outer bark can be removed and the inner is dried, split, and twisted into a naturally waterproof rope.

Lime wood is also not known to warp and has been used in the manufacture of organ and piano keys.
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Taxus baccata – European Yew

At the West end of Fuchs House
Widely planted and treasured for thousands of years, Yews have long been associated with death. This is perhaps because of the toxicity of most parts of the tree, and because they are commonly found in churchyards. Many churches were in fact built on sites of pagan worship where Yew already existed.

There are Taxus trees in the British Isles which - although no consensus exists for ageing ancient Yews - are commonly agreed to be over two-thousand-years old with some approaching five thousand.

The Yew is a very hard and heavy wood with a fine grain, which allows it to be finished almost to a glass-like smoothness.

Taxus was long cultivated specifically for the production of longbows: two-meter bows could be made from single staves. In modern times, the trees have been valuable for the production of the chemotherapy drug Taxol, and annual collections of clippings are made from gardens with large quantities of the trees.
In the rectangular lawn between R block & the gym.
The Walnut is one of a few dark hardwoods to be found outside of the tropics and as such its timber has been highly prized for centuries.

To this day, its wood is highly valuable, often far exceeding the price of any other tree species. The wood - often seen as a veneer in expensive cars - has a fine, mottled appearance. Favouring a continental climate, it is expected to become a larger part of the UK lumber industry as our climate shifts due to climate change.

A less destructive benefit of Walnut is its seed. This oily ‘nut’ is high in iron and magnesium and could be one reason the squirrels in this part of the College seem so healthy and bright! These seeds sit inside a large green drupe, but beware when handling them: the drupe will indelibly stain all it touches with a black dye, be that your hands or clothes.

One other historical use of the Walnut - from, it is believed, old English ‘wealbbnutu’, meaning ‘foreign nut’ - is to shelter animals. It is often planted around coaching inns, because insects that bother horses don’t like to be under the canopy.
Mespilus germanica - Medlar

Two trees in a bed between Lee Hall & Toda House.

Introducing to Britain by the Romans, this tree bears unlovely looking brown fruits which nonetheless have been a staple of the winter diet throughout history.

You may be disappointed if you taste these fruits, however, as the fruit must be bletted before eating. To blet the fruit, you pick after leaf-fall and store it in a cool, dark place, stem downwards for about three weeks. This allows the fleshy centres to rot and turn into a sweet pulp. Having done this, you may still be disappointed, but try to remember how little access people had to sweets in medieaval times. A jelly is often made of the fruits, too.
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Euonymus europaeus – Spindle

Overhanging the path between Lee Court & the car park.

A scruffy looking tree with inconspicuous white spring flowers, Spindle gives a wonderful display in autumn as the bright pink berry-like fruits split open in four sections displaying the orange aril (a fleshy seed covering) inside. Although they’re certainly not to be eaten.

Long attacked by farmers, because the tree is the winter host of the black bean aphid, it’s one of the reasons behind the decimation of England’s hedgerows in the latter half of the twentieth century.

The wood of the tree is hard and dense with a very fine grain, and it gets its name from a long history of being made into spindles for spinning wool. The twigs are reputed to produce the finest artist’s charcoal.